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A dictionary of the German and English languages 1873 in this quiet
and devastating novel about the rise of fascism siggi jepsen
incarcerated as a juvenile delinquent is assigned to write a routine
german lesson on the the joys of duty overfamiliar with these joys
siggi sets down his life since 1943 a decade earlier when as a boy he
watched his father a constable doggedly carry out orders from berlin
to stop a well known expressionist artist from painting and to seize
all his degenerate work soon siggi is stealing the paintings to keep
them safe from his father i was trying to find out lenz says where the
joys of duty could lead a people translated from the german by ernst
kaiser and eithne wilkins
The German Lesson 2021-03-30 この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています ま
た 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません ドイツ語と英語は兄弟だと言われるほどよく
似ています ドイツ語単語を学ぶのに英語と比較しながら学習するのは非常に効率的です 本書は第1部では初級文法に必要な基本語を英語と比較しながら
学習していきます 単なる単語の羅列ではなく 適宜 文法のミニ知識 をとりあげ ドイツ語のしくみがざっくりと学習できるようになっています 第2
部では生活に必要な初級語彙を取り上げ 関連語 覚え方のコツ で単語の知識の幅を広げることができます 初級者から中級の入り口のレベルまでのドイ
ツ語学習者が楽しくかつ効率的にドイツ語単語を学習できる決定版です
A Grammar of the German Language 1906 a fine survey of how a nation
came to be recognized for its military supremacy despite losing two
world wars midwest book review in the decades leading up to world war
ii the world was in awe of the prussian german military seeking to
emulate what esteemed german military history scholar robert m citino
has termed the german way of war military professionals around the
globe became fluent in the tactical jargon bewegungskrieg schwerpunckt
auftragstaktik fingerspitzengefuhl and of course blitzkrieg at the
same time german warfare would become closely associated with the
bloodiest and cruelest era in the history of mankind the german wars a
concise history 1859 1945 outlines the history of european warfare
from the wars of german unification to the end of world war ii author
michael a palmer looks at political social economic and military
developments across europe and the united states during this crucial
period in world history in order to demonstrate the lasting impact of
the german wars on the modern age palmer has succeeded in creating an
outstanding short history of the german wars that influenced the
development of europe and the world in the 19th and 20th centuries it
s a terrific introduction and overview of the subject armchair general
a provocative look at the methods that germany used to wage war and
why ultimately they failed military heritage this is an excellent book
highly readable it would be an excellent addition to the library of
any military historian public library university library as well as
personal collection of persons with interest in european or trans
atlantic history kepler s military history book reviews
A Dictionary of the German and English Languages ... 1879 since the
early stages of world war ii militaries in general and the u s army in
particular have studied the german way of war specifically as
practiced in the 20th century while acknowledging that germany and
before that nation came into existence prussia produced some excellent



armies major problems with the german way of war must not be ignored
despite the military prowess of germany it lost both of the major wars
of the 20th century the author explores the reasons why a nation with
such a strong military reputation was unable to win its wars and
achieve its goals he emphasizes that military power tactical and
operational brilliance and victories in the field can easily be
squandered if a nation has failed to set achievable goals and develop
strategies to reach them this failure should not be lost on modern
nations as they proceed into the 21st century
英語と一緒に学ぶドイツ語単語 2017-12-14 the final chapter of the german russian
volga colonies is filled with words like starvation torture mass
murders deportation siberia and genocide why one would think that
after all the trouble that tsarina catherine the great went to get the
germans to come to russia and after living in the volga colonies for
100 years they would be welcome forever not so the russians felt the
german russians were still germans at heart and not to be trusted this
book covers the increasing stranglehold that the tsarist government
clamped on the volga colonies around 1860 this was the start of 81
years of russian scheming to rid russia of the german russians also
covered is their deportation and life in siberia and moscow s
elimination of all traces of the german russians volga colonies
genocide this is my third book in a series on the german russian volga
colonies see all my books at my websites volga germans com
darrelkaiserbooks com
A Dictionary of the German and English Languages ... 1960 in 1919 the
treaty of versailles stripped germany of its overseas colonies this
sudden transition to a post colonial nation left the men and women
invested in german imperialism to rebuild their status on the
international stage remnants of an earlier era these kolonialdeutsche
colonial germans exploited any opportunities they could to recover
renovate and market their understandings of german and european
colonial aims in order to reestablish themselves as experts and fellow
civilizers in discourses on nationalism and imperialism revenants of
the german empire colonial germans imperialism and the league of
nations tracks the difficulties this diverse group of colonial germans
encountered while they adjusted to their new circumstances as
repatriates to weimar germany or as subjects of the war s victors in
the new african mandates faced with novel systems of international law
colonial germans re situated their notions of imperial power and group
identity to fit in a world of colonial empires that were not their own
the book examines how former colonial officials settlers and colonial
lobbies made use of the league of nations framework to influence
diplomatic flashpoints including the naturalization controversy in
southwest africa the locarno conference and the permanent mandates
commission from 1927 1933 sean wempe revises standard historical
portrayals of the league of nations form of international governance
german participation in the league the role of interest groups in



international organizations and diplomacy and liberal imperialism in
analyzing colonial german investment and participation in interwar
liberal internationalism the project challenges the idea of a direct
continuity between germany s colonial period and the nazi era
The German Wars 2010-11-15 johannes janssen s magisterial history of
germany at the end of the middle ages is a definitive work on the
subject drawing on a vast range of sources janssen explores the
economic political religious and cultural developments that shaped
this pivotal period of german history the result is a richly detailed
and deeply engaging portrait of a society in flux that provides
invaluable insights into the forces that have shaped modern germany
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Victories are Not Enough 2005 translated into english as the winner of
the geisteswissenschaften international translation prize for work in
the humanities and social sciences 2015 during the great war mass
killing took place on an unprecedented scale violence and the german
soldier in the great war explores the practice of violence in the
german army and demonstrates how he killing of enemy troops the deaths
of german soldiers and their survival were entwined as the war reached
its climax in 1918 german soldiers refused to continue killing in
their droves and thus made an active contribution to the german defeat
and ensuing revolution examining the postwar period the chapters of
this book also discuss the contested issue of a brutalization of
german society as a prerequisite of the nazi mass movement
biographical case studies on key figures such as ernst jünger
demonstrate how the killing of enemy troops by german soldiers
followed a complex set of rules benjamin ziemann makes a wealth of
extensive archival work available to an anglophone audience for the
first time enhancing our understanding of the german army and its
practices of violence during the first world war as well as the
implications of this brutalization in post war germany this book
provides new insights into a crucial topic for students of twentieth
century german history and the first world war
History of the German People at the Close of the Middle Ages 1966
memories of kreisau and the german resistance is the personal account
of freya von moltke a member of the kreisau circle a german resistance
group that participated in the attempt to assassinate hitler on july
20 1944 freya s husband helmuth von moltke was a cofounder of the



circle and was executed after the failed assassination attempt ø freya
recounts both personal details and sweeping historical events she
describes the resistance work carried out during the meetings of the
circle as well as the last days of kreisau after many of the members
of the resistance were executed for their roles in the failed
assassination attempt when the war ended in 1945 freya was evacuated
from kreisau and the von moltke estate was given to poland
Moscow's Final Solution 2008 the word german was being used by the
romans as early as the mid first century b c to describe tribes in the
eastern rhine valley nearly two thousand years later the richness and
complexity of german history have faded beneath the long shadow of the
country s darkest hour in world war ii now award winning historian
steven ozment whom the new yorker has hailed as a splendidly readable
scholar gives us the fullest portrait possible in this sweeping
original and provocative history of the german people from antiquity
to the present holding a mirror up to an entire civilization one that
has been alternately western europe s most successful and most
perilous a mighty fortress boldly examines germany s tumultuous
twentieth century in light of its earliest achievements as a
prosperous civil and moral society tracing a line of continuity that
began in ancient times and has endured through the ages despite its
enemies and itself ozment s story takes us from the tribes of the
roman empire and the medieval dynasties to the fall of the berlin wall
and reunification he shows that the germans are a people who desire
national unity yet have kept themselves from it by aligning with
autocratic territorial governments and regional cultures from luther
kant goethe and beethoven to marx einstein bismarck and hitler the
country s leading figures have always tried to become everything and
more than what ordinary mortals could be in fact germans living
centuries apart have shared in different ways a common defining
experience that is unique to their culture a convergence of external
provocation and wounded pride and an unusual ability to exercise great
power in response to both in this work of penetrating virtuoso
scholarship steven ozment captures the soul of a nation that is at
once ordered and chaotic disciplined and obsessive proud and uncertain
epic in scope refreshing in its insights and written with nuance
acumen and verve a mighty fortress presents the history of the germans
as the story of humanity writ large
Revenants of the German Empire 2019-05-22 this volume provides a
valuable contribution to our knowledge of eighteenth and nineteenth
century intellectual life inside and outside germany prof karl s
guthke harvard university this elegant collection of essays ranges
across eighteenth and nineteenth century thought covering philosophy
science literature and religion in the age of goethe a recognised
authority in the field nisbet grapples with the major voices of the
enlightenment and gives pride of place to the figures of lessing
herder goethe and schiller these eleven essays range widely in their



compass of thought and intellectual discourse dealing incisively with
themes including the philosophical implications of literature and the
relationship between religion science and politics the result is an
accomplished reflection on german thought but also on its rebirth as
nisbet argues for the relevance of these enlightenment thinkers for
the readers of today the first half of this collection focuses
predominantly on eighteenth century thought where names like lessing
goethe and herder but also locke and voltaire feature the second has a
wider chronological scope discussing authors such as winckelmann and
schiller while branching out from discussions of religion philosophy
and literature to explore the sciences issues of biology early
environmentalism and natural history also form part of this volume the
collection concludes with an examination of changing attitudes towards
art in the aftermath of the age of goethe the essays in this volume
have been previously published separately but are brought together in
this collection to present nisbet s widely acclaimed perspectives on
this fascinating period of german thought it will be of interest to
scholars and students of the intellectual life of europe during the
enlightenment while its engaging and lucid style will also appeal to
the general reader
History Of The German People At The Close Of The Middle Ages; Volume
12 2023-07-18 this is a classic morality tale a story of the eternal
struggle between good and evil it speaks of those who resisted that
evil and of those who succumbed to it little is known about those
whose courage and conviction drove them to risk and lose everything to
bring the third reich to an end the story of georg elser and his
attempt to assassinate adolf hitler encapsulates the wider story of
the anti nazi german resistance almost perfectly all the moral and
ethical issues and the practical problems that the resisters faced are
found in his story in sum it is a microcosm of the larger story elser
personified the entire resistance movement presented within the
broader context of german history and contemporary world events this
comprehensive study relies on extensive historiography by noted
scholars to produce a well balanced timely narrative of the german
resistance to one of history s most violent regimes traitors or
patriots tells a story of incredible courage and conviction that
transcends time and place a story for our own time and for all time
Violence and the German Soldier in the Great War 2017-09-21 analyzes
the role of the non nazi german right in the destabilization and
paralysis of weimar democracy from 1918 to 1930
Memories of Kreisau and the German Resistance 2003-01-01 unlike some
other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical
character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits
maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these
images so they represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts



we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to
enjoy
A Mighty Fortress 2004-03-30 during his political career helmut kohl
used his own life story to promote a normalization of german
nationalism and to overcome the stigma of the nazi period in the
context of the cold war and the memory of the fascist past he was able
to exploit the combination of his religious generational regional and
educational he has a phd in history experiences by connecting
nationalist ideas to particular biographical narratives kohl presented
himself as the embodiment of normality a de radicalized german
nationalism which was intended to eclipse any anti western and post
national peculiarities this book takes a biographical approach to the
study of nationalism by examining its manifestation in helmut kohl and
the way he historicized germany s past
Foreign Relations of the United States, 1951: European security and
the German question 1977 reprint of the original first published in
1875
A Practical Grammar of the German Language 1844 first published in
1991 this collection of original studies by british german and
american historians examines the whole range of modern german
bourgeoisie groups including professional mercantile industrial and
financial bourgeoisie and the bourgeois family drawing on original
research the book focuses on the historical evidence as counterpoint
to the well known literary accounts of the german bourgeoisie it also
discusses bourgeois values as manifested in the cult of local roots
and in the widespread practice of duelling edited by two of the most
respected scholars in the field this important reissue will be of
value to any students of modern german and european history
On the Literature and Thought of the German Classical Era 2021-05-20
the author of all the kaiser s men provides a very helpful reference
to the battles which finally led to the german army s defeat in the
field the western front association few pivotal years in history are
less understood than that of 1918 it was a momentous period which
began with germany s desperate gamble to win the great war through a
sequence of offensives on the western front ian passingham s graphic
new study draws on a wide range of original german british and french
sources and it features previously unpublished eyewitness accounts and
photographs he boldly reassesses german military doctrine the
strategic thinking behind the offensives and the effectiveness of the
stormtroop tactics used he also considers how the poor state of german
military morale and the privations and unrest of the german people
contributed to the army s defeat
Traitors or Patriots? 2020-03-07 this insightful lecture by august
william reinhard explores the cultural and psychological roots of the
american national character drawing upon his extensive experience as a
teacher and scholar of german culture reinhard identifies several key
features of german temperament and values that have shaped american



identity this book is a must read for anyone interested in the history
and culture of the united states and germany this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the
body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
A Dictionary of the German and English Languages 1868 combining text
with practical exercises and discussion questions to stimulate readers
this textbook covers a wide range of sociolinguistic issues relating
to the german language and its role in societies around the world this
accessible textbook offers students the opportunity to explore for
themselves a wide range of sociolinguistic issues relating to the
german language and its role in societies around the world it is
written for undergraduate students who have a sound practical
knowledge of german but who have little or no knowledge of linguistics
or sociolinguistics it combines text with practical exercises and
discussion questions to stimulate readers to think for themselves and
to tackle specific problems in part one patrick stevenson invites
readers to investigate and reflect on issues about the status and
function of the german language in relation to its speakers and to
speakers of other languages with which it comes into contact in part
two the focus shifts to the forms and functions of individual features
of the language this involves for example identifying features of
regional speech forms analysing similarities and differences between
written and spoken german or looking at the social meaning underlying
different forms of address part three explores the relationship
between the german language and the nature of germanness it
concentrates on people s attitudes towards the language the ways in
which it is changing and their views on what it represents for them
A Grammar of the German Language 1911 reprint of the original first
published in 1875
The German Right, 1918–1930 2020-04-02 it will shake up the ideas of
all those who regard the staff of the nazi dominated german army as
paragons of military competence the economist
Government and Politics of the German Empire 2012-08-01 by the autumn
of 1918 germany was on the verge of starvation the result of four
years of war and blockade sailors led a revolt in wilhelmshaven on 29
october 1918 followed by the kiel mutiny in the first days of november
cascading eventually to germany s capitulation and the kaiser s
abdication the hohelzollern family s rule had come to an end royalty
historian john van der kiste the author of the recent best selling



prussian princesses here provides a full analysis of the kaiser s
family heritage his leading part in the prussian militarism which in
recently unified german led to a full national martial tradition
simply bursting for a fight the book also tells of the vital events in
later 1918 which led to the partial and then full abdication and the
kaiser s pitiful escape to the neutral netherlands unwilling hosts for
a somewhat unwelcome visitor the third reich also comes into play with
hitler s initial ambivalent attitude and then the full floral tribute
after the kaiser s death it also covers the anti hitler plotters who
intended to use a hohenzollern prince as a figurehead to provide
legitimacy to a post hitler germany
Helmut Kohl's Quest for Normality 2015 how can we understand what
caused world war i what role did germany play this book encourages us
to re think the events that led to global conflict in 1914 historians
in recent years have argued that german leaders acted defensively or
pre emptively in 1914 conscious of the reich s deteriorating military
and diplomatic position germany and the causes of the first world war
challenges such interpretations placing new emphasis on the idea that
the reich chancellor the german foreign office and the great general
staff were confident that they could win a continental war this belief
in germany s superiority derived primarily from an assumption of
french decline and russian weakness throughout the period between the
turn of the century and the eve of the first world war accordingly
wilhelmine policy makers pursued offensive policies at the risk of war
at important junctures during the 1900s and 1910s the author analyses
the stereotyping of enemy states representations of war in peacetime
and conceptualizations of international relations he uncovers the
complex role of ruling elites political parties big business and the
press and contends that the decade before the first world war
witnessed some critical changes in german foreign policy by the time
of the july crisis of 1914 for example the perception of enemies had
altered with russia the traditional bugbear of the german centre and
left becoming the principal opponent of the reich under these changed
conditions german leaders could now pursue their strategy of
brinkmanship using war as an instrument of policy to its logical
conclusion
An Account of the Manners of the German Inhabitants of Pennsylvania,
Written 1789 2023-11-19 this invaluable resource offers students a
comprehensive overview of the german war machine that overran much of
europe during world war ii with close to 300 entries on a variety of
topics and a number of key primary source documents this book provides
everything the reader needs to know about the german war machine that
developed into the potent armed force under adolf hitler this
expansive encyclopedia covers the period of the german third reich
from january 1933 to the end of world war ii in europe in may 1945
dozens of entries on key battles and military campaigns military and
political leaders military and intelligence organizations and social



and political topics that shaped german military conduct during world
war ii are followed by an illuminating epilogue that outlines why
germany lost world war ii a documents section includes more than a
dozen fascinating primary sources on such significant events as the
tripartite pact among germany italy and japan the battle of stalingrad
the normandy invasion the ardennes offensive and germany s surrender
in addition six appendices provide detailed information on a variety
of topics such as german aces military commanders and military medals
and decorations the book ends with a chronology and a bibliography of
print resources
A Short History of the German Language 1970 voices from the gulag
draws on a wealth of available sources to tell the story of the german
settlements in russia from their beginning during the reign of empress
catherine the great to their accomplishments and finally their
destruction under stalin it relates the harsh living conditions of the
survivors in siberia and central asia under subsequent communist
governments and finally with the collapse of the soviet union their
return to their ancient homeland their personal stories tell of their
suffering as well as their ability to overcome the hardships of the
soviet union author ulrich merten was born in berlin germany and came
to the united states as a small child before the second world war his
family were political refugees because his father was a lawyer in the
prussian ministry of the interior active in prosecuting the nazi party
he was fired immediately when hitler became chancellor of germany in
1933 and sent to oranienburg concentration camp charged with high
treason mr merten grew up in new york city and after the war returned
to europe studying at the university of zurich switzerland and the
university of zaragoza in spain he subsequently earned his ba degree
at columbia college columbia university and m a at the graduate
faculties columbia university in his professional life he was an
international banker a senior executive of the bank of america working
almost exclusively in latin america and the caribbean over a period of
38 years his book forgotten voices the expulsion of the germans from
eastern europe after world war ii was published in 2012 there have
been eight editions of the book including soft cover and e book
editions the author lives in miami with his wife
A Complete Analysis Or Grammar of the German Language 1805
The German Bourgeoisie (Routledge Revivals) 2014-06-17
The German Offensives of 1918 2008-09-22
Government and Politics of the German Empire 1915
A Grammar of the German language 1952
Several Traits of the German Character 2023-07-18
The German-speaking World 1997
The German Soldier in the Wars of the United States 1890
Idioms of the German Language 2023-11-19
The German Army, 1933-1945 1990
The End of the German Monarchy 2017-09-21



Germany and the Causes of the First World War 2014-03-04
The German War Machine in World War II 2019-12-02
Voices from the Gulag 2016-02-01
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